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Seeing Colour

The human eye

Impaired colour vision

The eye and brain

Appearance phenomena



Three components:

LIGHT SOURCE

Illuminant



Three components:

LIGHT SOURCE

Object



LIGHT SOURCE

BRAIN

Illuminant, Object, Observer

Three components:



So What About Us?

What part do our eyes play 

in the world of colour?

How can we test our visual 

system?

Do we all see the same?

How can we know?



Structure of the eye (1)
Normally seen are

sclera  (white)

iris      (blue)

pupil   (black) 

Not seen are

The shape of the eye

Muscles that control 

movement of the eye



Structure of the eye (2)

blind spot

optic nerve

fovearetina

choroid

sclera

vitreous humor

pupil lens

cornea

iris

suspensory

ligaments

aqueous humor



Functions of the eye

Body

Focusing

Light control

Light sensing



The Body of the Eye

Sclera

Choroid

Retina

sclera

blind spot

optic nerve

fovearetina

choroid

vitreous humor

pupil lens

cornea

iris

suspensory

ligaments

aqueous humor



Focusing

Cornea

Lens

Vitreous Humor

sclera

blind spot

optic nerve

fovearetina

choroid

vitreous humor

pupil lens

cornea

iris

suspensory

ligaments

aqueous humor



Light Control

Iris

Pupil

sclera

blind spot

optic nerve

fovearetina

choroid

vitreous humor

pupil lens

cornea

iris

suspensory

ligaments

aqueous humor



Light sensing

Retina

Rods

Cones

Foveal pit

Optic nerve

sclera

blind spot

optic nerve

fovearetina

choroid

vitreous humor

pupil lens

cornea

iris

suspensory

ligaments

aqueous humor



How good is the eye ?

The signals provided by the eye are by no 

means perfect. The signal processing in the 

brain has to correct for several  defects:

The image is inverted.

The image has chromatic and spherical 

aberration.

There are two gaps in the image field 

arising from the blind spot of each eye.



The Blind Spot

There are no rod or cone cells, so there is a 
‘blank’ area in our vision.

The brain fills in the missing information to give 
us a complete image.



Light sensing - the Retina
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bipolar nerve cells

light sensitive cells

ganglion

to optic nerve

pigmented epithelium

choroid

sclera

rods conerods cone

Light

Rod cells

140 million 

connected in 

groups 

Cone cells

7 million 

connected 

individually



Rod cell response

Single type of cell - light/dark sensing only

Sensitivity to light due to pigment rhodopsin

continuously created

destroyed by photobleaching

at low illumination levels, rate of bleaching is 

low and rods are very sensitive

at high illumination levels, rate of bleaching is 

high and rods are inactive

dark adaptation is slow (up to 30 mins)



Dim Light Levels

Scotopic Vision

Only rod cells are sensitive

Provide monochromatic (light/dark) perception

Lower in spatial resolution than photopic vision

Most sensitive to light of about 510 nm (bluish 

green)

Full sensitivity achieved after 30 minutes



Cone cell response

Three types of cell - sensitivity to 

different wavelength bands

Short (blue ~ 440 nm)

Medium (green ~ 545 nm)

Long (red ~ 585 nm)

Present in ratio 32:16:1

Provide full colour vision

Sensitive at medium - high light levels

Inactive at low light levels



Medium/High Light Levels

Photopic Vision

Only cones cells are sensitive

Provide full colour vision

High in spatial resolution, especially in the fovea

Short wavelength cells  - max sensitivity 440 nm

Medium wavelength cells  - max sensitivity 545 nm

Long wavelength cells  - max sensitivity 585 nm



Appearance Effects



Eye and brain

The visual cortex of the brain is involved 

in interpreting the visual signal

Correcting for image inversion, lens 

aberrations, blind spot

Adapting the retina to continuous stimulus

Inhibition of neighbouring cells to form 

opponent signals



Appearance phenomena

Adaptation

Colour constancy

Background effects

Simultaneous contrast

Assimilation



Adaptation

The visual system is able to adapt to the 

ambient lighting conditions

White paper still looks white whether 

viewed in daylight or under a tungsten 

bulb

“Colour constancy”



Chromatic Adaptation







Chromatic Adaptation

The response of the visual system 

changes with time

The sensitivity of a highly stimulated 

cone decreases with time over a period 

of minutes (retinal fatigue)

Several minutes are required for the 

response to become stable



Simultaneous Contrast Effects





Simultaneous Contrast Effects

Contrast between different coloured 

regions is enhanced

Signals from neighbouring areas of 

retinal cells inhibit each other

Boundaries are emphasised between 

areas of different colour or lightness



Assimilation



Same Reds



Same Reds



Assimilation

Assimilation is the reverse of the 

simultaneous contrast effect - adjacent 

colours appear to blend and optically 

mix together

The difference between simultaneous 

contrast and assimilation is one of scale

Large areas contrast

Small areas assimilate
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